The upcoming week is active and can feel rather overwhelming. We may have felt actions seem not to manifest. We may have felt preoccupied with work or other responsibilities. As we move into the new week, the atmosphere shifts, and we can notice a change in the energy. The upcoming week is active and can feel rather intense, as the emotions and experiences that are gained during this period can be both exhilarating and overwhelming.

Those qualities will now be externalized. Simultaneously, those aspects of yourself and these assist in your outer world and your inner being. Only a few know, through signs and subtle hints, what is happening. The Center of the Galaxy calls all disciples. Chiron stationary order.

As we move into the new week, the atmosphere shifts, and we can notice a change in the energy. The upcoming week is active and can feel rather intense, as the emotions and experiences that are gained during this period can be both exhilarating and overwhelming.
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